
Developing a Method for
Suitable Loss on Drying by TGA
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The purpose of these analyses 
was to develop a suitable Loss on
Drying by Thermogravimetric
Analysis (TGA) method for the
pharmaceutical active ingredient
under study.  

Prior to analyzing the samples by
TGA, the melting point of the sample
was determined by Differential
Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) and
confirmed by thermo-microscopy.
The melt of this compound was
accompanied by a loss of solvent
and by decomposition. The
endotherm due to these two events
has an onset temperature of 195.2°C
and a peak temperature of 199.2°C.
To identify the solvent evolving
during the melt, the sample 
was analyzed by a coupled
thermogravmetric analyzer with
an infrared spectrometer TG-FTIR.
A weight loss measured from

approximately 160°C to approxi-
mately 200°C was determined to
be due to the loss of isopropanol.
This weight loss was followed 
by decomposition.

Weight loss data were acquired 
(in triplicate) using the
Autosampler and AccuPik (feature
on the Pyris 1 TGA).

With this feature, samples are
added to previously tared 
aluminum pans and lids which
are then sealed. The sample is
weighed, and just prior to the
analysis a pin-hole is punched
into the sealed cap.

For comparison, a sample in an
open insert with no lid was also
analyzed in triplicate.  

Instrumental parameters are 
summarized in Table 1 below: 
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Table 1. Instrument and measurement parameters.

PerkinElmer Pyris 1 TGA with Autosampler and AccuPikTM

Sample Pans Aluminum/Platinum Autosampler pans
Purge Gas Nitrogen
Purge Gas Flow Rate 30mL/min
Balance Purge Gas Nitrogen
Balance Gas Pressure 40 psi
Heating Rate 10°C/minute
Sample Rate Standard
Heating Profile Heat from 29.0°C to 225°C

Fig. 1 Pyris 1 TGA 
with Autosampler

Fig. 2 Autosampler and AccuPikTM accessory
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Representative thermograms may be
seen in Figures 3 and 4. Two weight
loss events were observed and
recorded. The first from RT to
approximately 120°C is due to surface
water. The second weight loss
observed from 120°C to 200°C is due
to the loss of solvent (identified as
isopropanol by TG-FTIR) that is 
present in the crystal lattice. Results
are summarized in Table 2.

Fig. 3 Open Insert, No Lid.

Fig. 4 Sealed aluminum insert and lid punched with AccuPik feature prior to analysis.

This is likely due to the sample
immediately losing weight due to the
dry Nitrogen purge flowing over the
sample in the open pan prior to 
the start of analysis. This immediate
weight loss is not completely captured
in the open pan analysis since the
run starts after some surface water
has already been removed.

It should also be noted that differ-
ences in the shape of the weight loss
curve were also observed in the second
weight loss between 120°C and
200°C. The second weight loss due 
to loss of solvent is more resolved
and is easily distinguished from the
decomposition weight loss due to
using the AccuPik feature.

Summary

A suitable Loss on Drying by
Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA)
method for the pharmaceutical active
ingredient under study was developed.
Two weight losses were observed:
The first from room temperature to
approximately 120°C due to surface
water, and the second from 120°C to
approximately 200°C due to evolved
solvent trapped in the crystal lattice.  

The weight loss results due to 
surface water are more appropriately
determined with the use of the
AccuPik feature as compared to 
analyzing the sample in an open pan.
In an open pan environment, the
nitrogen purge starts to dry off some
of the surface water immediately
after the furnace closes before the
run starts. As a result, the amount of
weight loss may not be measured
accurately. The AccuPik punches a
small hole in the sealed aluminum
insert that shields the sample from
the nitrogen purge, effectively delaying
the weight loss due to surface water.
Additionally, when utilizing the
Autosampler and AccuPik feature on
the PerkinElmer Pyris 1 TGA, the
weight reading of the sample can be
taken while the sample is sealed in
the aluminum insert. This is allowing
a more accurate initial weight reading
and increasing the accuracy of 
the results.

Results from both sets of experiments
(the analysis using AccuPik feature
and the analysis with the open
insert) are consistent.

However, significant differences
were observed between the analyses
using the sealed pans with the
AccuPik feature as compared to an
open pan. The first weight loss is
considerably less in the open pan run.

Table 2. Results summary.

Analysis Sample % Wt. Loss from RT % Wt. Loss from 120°C
Preparation to Approx. 120°C to Approx. 200°C

1 AccuPik 0.858 0.220
2 AccuPik 0.847 0.246
3 AccuPik 0.830 0.220

Mean AccuPik 0.85 0.23
Std. Dev. AccuPik 0.01 0.02

%RSD AccuPik 1.67 6.56
1 Open Insert 0.594 0.309
2 Open Insert 0.596 0.285
3 Open Insert 0.591 0.284

Mean Open Insert 0.59 0.29
Std. Dev. Open Insert <0.01 0.01

%RSD Open Insert 0.42 4.84


